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Chair’s report

in December 1973, eWa began its journey to speak out 
against violence against women and provide women with 
refuge, when the Council provided 2 four bedroom flats.  
Despite the odds and many ongoing challenges, that did 
not stop the founders from creating something that would 
fundamentally bring about change in those women’s lives 
who came for safety and support. there has been 40 years 
of struggle to reach the situation today where services for 
victim/survivors of violence are mainstream and respected 
for their passion and commitment.  eWa has grown, adapted 
and continues to strive to provide quality services for 
women and children.

however, after all that has been accomplished, the fact 
remains, that despite one woman in four experiencing 
domestic violence at some point in her life, domestic 
violence still remains under resourced, made even harder in 
a time when austerity is producing unintended consequences 
and possibly weakening the achievements made over the 
past four decades.

aside from this significant milestone, it has been another 
busy year for eWa with many new developments and 
challenges facing both our organisation and our sector.  We 
continue to empower women to access justice, provide 
support and aim to have a positive impact on women’s 
day-to-day lives.  eWa provides life changing and lifesaving 
services, including safe emergency accommodation and 
emotional and practical support.   We also provide outreach 
to women in various localities across edinburgh, support 
children and young people and more recently provide 
independent advocacy to assist women with the legal system.

even after forty years of operation, one of the defining 
features our organisation is our gender analysis of violence 
against women which sets the violence in a broader political 

context of disempowerment, discrimination and oppression. 
Violence against women is a major issue for women, 
regardless of culture, race, ability, class or age.  We remain 
political in our gender analysis, political in our consideration 
of access and equity issues, political in our critique of 
institutional barriers. political in the way that our services are 
woman centred and focused on the survivor.  the survivor 
is the expert on her own story. survivors are provided 
with information and options and supported to make their 
own decisions and choices about making themselves safe, 
reporting to the police, or seeking further support.

our gendered analysis of violence against women has 
lost none of its resonance.  in 2013, domestic violence 
is prevalent, serious and preventable. one of the main 
forms of violence against women, it is also one of the most 
common human rights abuses in scotland and around the 
world.  Domestic violence affects women and children 
disproportionately, compared to men and this has profound 
consequences, not only for the victims themselves, but 
for children who witness it, extended families, friends, 
workplaces and ultimately the whole scottish community.  
Violence against women is costly: it puts pressure on budgets 
in terms of health, criminal justice and housing interventions 
and lost productivity in other areas.  Violence against women 
also has a significant health toll: intimate partner violence is 
responsible for more ill health and premature death. 

Underlying all forms of violence against women are notions 
of entitlement, power and gender norms. We know that 
violence against women is caused by the fact that men and 
women are not equal, and, in turn, violence causes inequality 
between women and men. taking action to end violence 
against women is a critical way of promoting equality. the 
inverse is equally important: achieving gender equality will 

The number 40 is significant across a number of cultural traditions and is usually associated with long-term endurance 
leading to transformational change and so it is that we mark the 40th anniversary of the establishment of Edinburgh 
Women’s Aid (EWA) and celebrate 40 years of empowering women and supporting children to rebuild their lives in safety.  
As we review this year’s achievements, we also reflect on how far we have come since then.  Over the last twelve months 
we have had cause to stop and reflect on where we came from and celebrate having been at the vanguard, saluting the 
bravery, innovative thinking and foresight of those who worked to make a women’s refuge in Edinburgh a reality all those 
years ago.  It was set up by women for women to provide women and children who are at risk of domestic abuse with a 
safe and friendly place to turn to – for support, information and if necessary refuge accommodation.
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“Never doubt that a small group of thoughtful committed citizens can 
change the world. Indeed, it is the only thing that ever has.”

Margaret Mead

ultimately be the key to eliminating violence against women.

Now our efforts have greater power when we align with 
other groups, when we draw in people who have the same 
interests becoming part of an historical movement that 
is dynamic and continuing.  our presence must continue 
to challenge the effects of violence in the context of the 
contours of inequality shaping women’s lives.  

as we continue to deliver, we work collaboratively with 
partners and others, which in itself brings different pressures 
and responsibilities.  We welcome this challenge and look 
forward to fulfilling our strategic objectives – influencing 
violence against women policies, programmes and systems 
reform and working with our partners to ensure that women 
and children live lives free from violence.  together with our 
funders, partners and supporters we will support women 
and children to journey away from violence and continue 
to uphold the vision of a time and a place where domestic 
violence is no longer tolerated.

i must extend our appreciation to all of our partners and 
funding bodies during this financial year, for without their 
funding, our service could not continue to make such a 
contribution to women in edinburgh.

i want to acknowledge the work of those who continue in 
the footsteps of the foremothers of eWa.  

Congratulations and thanks to the Board and staff who 
have worked tirelessly throughout this year. it has been an 
honour as Chair to work with the Board and staff who are 
committed to achieving our vision and mission.  Collectively, 
we face many challenges in keeping with our purpose in 
providing responsive, woman centred and solutions focussed 
options for women and children. 

i want to personally thank our current Board members 
for their support and for the passion, knowledge, skills and 
expertise that they bring to the table to help achieve the 
organisation’s aspirations, despite their busy personal and 
professional lives.

i would also like to take this opportunity to thank and 
acknowledge the dedication and diligence of the project 
Manager, Michele Corcoran.  Under Michele’s leadership, 
eWa has forged innovative new pathways to confront 
domestic violence.  Michele embraces the challenges of the 
role with personal conviction and resolve.   

thanks must go to the entire staff team at eWa for their 
dedication, unswerving commitment, skills and professional 
expertise in delivering, promoting and developing services, 
which matter to women and children.  You make a vital 
difference to women and children’s lives

i look forward to the coming year with optimism that eWa 
will continue to grow and develop, as we continue to raise 
awareness of domestic violence and engage with partners in 
tackling violence against women in a holistic and systematic 
way.

Lastly, in this fortieth year, it is important to recognise the 
enormous debt we owe to the founding mothers, whose 
bravery, tenacity and feminist activism has helped eWa 
survive and thrive through the last 40 years.   to follow on 
from the efforts of those trailblazers has been truly humbling, 
but inspires us to continue to carry forward their legacy for 
the next forty years.

TAMArA MulhErIn – ChAIrpErsOn
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MaNaGer’s report

Fast forward 24 years to 1997, the issue had now become 
domestic abuse, to reflect that it was more than just violence 
and happened within a relationship setting.  the issue 
was starting to be recognized in wider political and social 
contexts.  eLWa, recognizing that women were not the 
only ones to be affected had added support for Children 
& Young people to their services and were also looking at 
what happened when women left refuge.  eLWa saw the 
need for another new service, Follow on/Follow Up, to 
support women, children and young people when they were 
permanently rehoused and i was delighted to be offered 
this post.  over the next 10 years, many changes took place 
including the disbanding of regional Councils which led to 
the 4 Lothian groups going their separate ways to fit in with 
new Local Council funding agreements and so edinburgh 
Women’s aid (eWa) emerged.  there was a shift from a 
collective management structure to a limited company with 
a Board of Directors and a Manager in place, adding more 
new services in response to the needs of women, children 
and young people; purpose built refuge, CYp outreach, 
Women’s outreach service.  the developments were 
enabled mainly through funding from City of edinburgh 
Council and scottish Government and, eWa went from 
having 10 paid staff in 1997, to 29 paid staff in 2007, by 
which time i had been Manager for 2 years.

eWa has always been innovative and quick to identify, and 
fill, gaps in service provision and today is no different.  the 
most recent development has been the edinburgh Domestic 
abuse Court support service and, working in partnership, 
establishing the Multi agency risk assessment Committee 

process for cases identified as high risk.  at the moment this 
is restricted to one area of edinburgh, so a postcode lottery 
determines who receives the additional safety input, however 
the benefits have been recognized by all partners and 
funding to provide this across the city is being looked into.  

Domestic abuse is firmly on the political agenda and 
statutory services are reviewing and developing services 
to ensure domestic abuse is recognized and addressed.  
the emphasis is moving towards making the perpetrator 
accountable, something which is long overdue, and the 
message moving forward is ‘he needs to stop doing this’ 
as opposed to ‘why doesn’t she leave’.  Change doesn’t 
happen overnight and it has taken over 40 years to get to 
this stage, so it’s important that, in the change to make men 
accountable, services for women, children and young people 
remain in place and are adequately resourced.

i would like to thank all the staff and trustees, whom i have 
had the pleasure of working with over the last 8 years, for 
their support, enthusiasm and hard work to develop and 
build on the services eWa provides.  i won’t be around 
for the next 40 years, however, i know that the continuing 
commitment and dedication of staff and trustees will ensure 
that eWa continues to evolve and change and ensure 
they remain essential to changing attitudes and working 
towards women and children being able to live free from 
fear and abuse.  i would also like to thank everyone who has 
supported eWa over the last 40 years, we couldn’t have 
done it without you.

MIChElE COrCOrAn – MAnAgEr

I remember in 1973, as a young mum (very young), hearing about this wonderful new organisation which was raising the 
issue of ‘battered women’ and the negative comments this received from the media and general public, ‘home wreckers’ 
and ‘men haters’ are the more printable examples.  however, I knew only too well that women were being ‘battered’ and 
no-one was listening or offering support.  I also knew that it wasn’t just violence that was the issue, women were being 
controlled through not having choices, not having access to childcare, being limited in what they could do in education and 
employment, access to contraception, and at constant threat of violence and abuse.  This wonderful new organisation not 
only tackled ‘battered women’, it also tackled these inequalities within society.  The first Women’s Aid group in scotland 
was in Edinburgh and, as word spread, other areas quickly followed.  Funding was secured through the local authority and, 
to incorporate services the East, Mid and West lothian, Edinburgh Women’s Aid became Edinburgh & lothian Women’s Aid 
(ElWA), funded through lothian regional Council.  The services provided through ElWA were crisis support, information 
and refuge accommodation. It operated as a ‘collective’ to reflect the aim of equality within the workplace.
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so hoW DiD it aLL start?
herstorY oF eDiNBUrGh WoMeN’s aiD 
hErE KAThy KErr (quOTEd FrOM ThE 1980s) And FrAn WAssOF MOrE 
rECEnTly rECAllIng….

in 1972 the edinburgh Women’s Liberation Workshop, was 
getting a bit dissatisfied with doing a lot of talking and no 
action. so a group of them went down to Chiswick to see 
what erin pizzey was doing.  she had started a Women’s 
workshop in Chiswick and one day a woman who had been 
badly beaten came to her and said “Can i stay in your club 
because i’ve nowhere to go?” (they had rehabilitated an old 
house).

erin would not accept that there was no help for this family 
~ i think there were three children. so they went to the 
housing Department and they said “sorry, no help for you, 
you’ve got a house, it is with your husband…” they went 
to the social Work Department who said “sorry, can’t help. 
We’ll take your children into care if you want” so that is how 
the Chiswick refuge started, because that woman was put 
up. and by word of mouth, the place was filled up in a very 
short time.

so the women from edinburgh were very impressed by the 
spirit of Chiswick and they thought there was a problem 
here and probably a greater one because of the high 
incidence of alcoholism.  they liked the ‘open door’ policy 
Chiswick had and resolved that if we ever-got a house ours 
would be run on that principle. they started campaigning 
to get a house and inevitably, they got the same reaction. “in 
edinburgh? No of course that doesn’t happen here, maybe 
in Glasgow or Dundee or anywhere like that but of course 
it doesn’t happen in edinburgh”. a bit daunted they went 
round social work departments for reports and the rsspCC 
and fortunately got a good response from them, heartily 
recommending that there was a need. 

there was a great debate which went on in edinburgh at 
the time and a great resistance to this group of women who 
were labelled ‘marriage breakers’. But, there was also a lot of 
good support and on the swell of this support an application 
went into the edinburgh town Council applying for a house 
to run as a centre for women and children. We were 
given a three-bedroomed flat in a block of four but with a 
proviso stating that if we hadn’t got off the ground within 

six months the place would be closed. We got a blaze of 
publicity and that is when i joined the group. i had never ever 
opened my mouth in public at all. i had never done anything 
unconventional. i had lived a totally conventional women’s life.

and so we got this flat and we had a small grant to last us 
six months so we begged and we borrowed and though 
we didn’t actually steal because we had nowhere to get the 
equipment that was needed. We were very, very green and 
when i tell you that we actually installed a phone without 
a paybox you will understand how green we were! in this 
blaze of publicity we declared ourselves open. and sat by 
the phone waiting for it to ring. Nothing happened. For two 
whole weeks and we began to think “oh, maybe they’re right, 
maybe it doesn’t happen in edinburgh”. and then one day 
there came a bang on the door and there was a lassie who 
had travelled all the way down from Wick and her three 
children and we were in business.

after the first fortnight we had 35 bodies in that three-
bedroomed flat and we were very unpopular with our 
neighbours i can tell you. so that was how edinburgh got 
started. 

Fran Wassoff founder member of the groups says: 

“It is a great idea to mark the 40th anniversary of the first 
Scottish refuge to open, in Edinburgh, in Broomhouse, and 
across the hall from the home of one of the Bay City Rollers. I 
cannot remember the exact date but my best guess is that it 
was December 1973 and very cold.  I vividly remember the cold 
since I didn’t know how to light a coal fire, and it was the first 
woman who arrived, with a broken nose, who managed to light 
the fire and keep us from freezing to death”.

We realised we were grossly overcrowded and applied for 
a second house. at that time none of the other groups had 
started and we were getting women from all over from 
Newcastle, from Glasgow, from aberdeen.

We sometimes ran out of coal, or there was no food, or 
somebody decamped with the coffee money, but there was 
plenty of spirit and enthusiasm. 
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Gude Cause – Edinburgh Women’s Aid at the 
centenary of The Gude Cause Women’s Suffrage 
march which first took place in Edinburgh in 1909

1980
1982

1983

1987

1996

The lament of a working class heroes wife 
oh the weans are greetin and the sink is leakin
and yer standing in the pub wi a pint of tartan special 
and yer say yer educatin a’ the younger generation 
wi yer left wing politics and... that’s a fact 

chorus 
ah may be yer wife but I’ll no be yer skivvy 
yer maybe the man but whit can yi gimme?
cuts in ma mony cuts and bruises 
that’s no the story for a bloody life of glory 

well ye say that the solution is the left wing revolution 
but yer drinking many’s pauchied frae the family 
allowance 
All yer Marx and yer Lenin doesnae help wi the cleaning 
and I had tae put ma weddin ring intae the pawn 

chorus 
ah may be yer wife but I’ll no be yer skivvy 
yer maybe the man but whit can yi gimme?
cuts in ma mony cuts and bruises 
that’s no the story for a bloody life of glory 

So I’m no gonnae take it so yer goannie huv tae make it 
on yer own 
Cause ah’m leavin wi the kids and ma belongings 
and a’ll maybe go tae Rhona, Evelyn, Fraces or Fionas 
cause I’ve got a lot of sisters tae see me through

THEN.....

1979
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2009

2010

....& NOW

I am only human my strength is 

within me when the sunsets

High grab that bright moment

And lock it in your heart feel 

The warmth and comfort from it

Never let it go just remember

You shine like the brightest stars

That shines upon us in our darkest

Hour as the sunset approaches and

The birds are singing then you know 

You’ve got through another day.

Edinburgh Women’s Aid joined the protest to campaign for 

Bill Walker’s removal as an MSP after he was convicted of 

23 counts of domestic abuse over 3 decades.

City Chambers  – 00’s Edinburgh Women’s Aid Campaigning at the 
City Chambers with Shakti Women’s Aid for continuation of funding 
for gendered based violence services in the City. 
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shArEd rEFugE sErvICE
edinburgh Women’s aid can currently offer a total of twenty 
one shared refuge spaces to Women, Children and Young 
people, eight spaces have access to personal bathrooms 
and offer more self- contained living within a shared house. 
this increase of eight spaces became available in November 
2009 after an offer of four properties situated together 
came from homes scotland. three full time refuge support 
workers are currently responsible for supporting 21 women 
in a keyworker role, working alongside Children’s and 
Young people workers who will focus on supporting any 
accompanying Children.  all shared refuge accommodation 
is provided to a good standard with all aspects of refuge 
maintenance overseen by the Maintenance Worker who 
has ensured that there is a rolling program for refuges to be 
redecorated, appropriately equipped and conforming to all 
health and safety legislation.

duTy sErvICEs 
the Duty service continues to be busy operating the drop-
in service, taking referrals from police scotland domestic 
abuse unit in edinburgh, eDDaCs, social work, asylum and 
immigration unit, Nhs, other voluntary organisations and 
from service user’s themselves. the team of three (a team 
leader and two part-time workers) aim to provide an 
appropriate quick response to services user’s needs which 
may mean there are crossover cases to the outreach team 
where support is required out of the office. 

eWa continues to be supported by individual members 
who very kindly donate items for woman such as food, 
clothing and toiletries which helps enormously when 
woman first come into use the accommodation. there is 
also considerable support from large organisations that have 
selected domestic abuse service providers as a focus for 
assistance.

reFUGe report

24hr rEFugE
The 24/7refuge has been operating since January 
2007 providing support and refuge to woman 
and any accompanying children.  The refuge 
criteria is for woman where shared refuge would 
not accommodate their additional needs.  The 
additional needs may be drugs, alcohol, and 
mental health issues etc. 

there 8 self-contained furnished flats with staff 
accommodation on the ground floor this includes 
office space, counselling room, community room 
and additional toilets. the building has CCtV 
for added security to the front and back of the 
building.  

For the 40th anniversary of edinburgh Women’s 
aid this year, the 24/7 refuge celebrated with an 
array of activities organised by staff and women in 
the refuge.  these included the release of birthday balloons at portobello, a posh tea party, t. shirt printing, Collage display 
exhibition of 40 years, visit to the “people’s story” museum, an outing to the “Botanic Gardens” tree planting ceremony in 
the refuge garden and  BBQ’s in the back garden.    

as edinburgh women’s aid celebrates 40 years of providing this vital service for woman and children we at 24/7 refuge 
look forward to the future in developing the service to promote safe accommodation and services for women and children 
dealing with the trauma and effects of Domestic abuse.  
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resettLeMeNt Work
resettlement works in a person centred way providing 
practical and emotional support enabling women to move 
on with their lives by taking back control after experiencing 
domestic abuse.  resettlement recognises that the challenges 
at this time can be acute as moving home is a stressful 
event and women can become isolated once living in their 
own accommodation and therefore more vulnerable if no 
support is available. the resettlement service also runs 
groups in recognition of this including co facilitating the 
Life style Management course which reinforces the person 
centred approach  and helps to boost confidence and self 
- worth by making use of, and building on, their own coping 
and recovery strategies and celebrating small successes. one 
participant commented 

another part of the work of resettlement is to provide talks 
and training to raise the awareness of domestic abuse within 
communities and other agencies.

pAsT And prEsEnT
the resettlement service was set up in 1997, in recognition 
of the difficulties women face setting up their own home 
after being in refuge accommodation with edinburgh 
Women’s aid.  initially the service was called Follow Up/

Follow Up and it provided practical and emotional support 
to women integrating back into society after experiencing 
domestic abuse.  initially there was only 1 full time worker 
which was later expanded to 1 full time worker and 2 part 
time workers in recognition of the amount of work involved.  
Currently there is now 1 full time worker and 1 part time 
worker. the remit of Follow Up was also developed and 
the name was changed to resettlement, and now includes 
working with women in their own home after they have left 
their abusive partner (they do not need to have just left their 
partner, or stayed in refuge accommodation to receive the 
support).  recently resettlement have also started working 
with women in temporary accommodation working towards 
gaining permanent accommodation.

ThE FuTurE
Looking to the future, resettlement could be working more 
closely with the outreach service to reach women living in 
edinburgh who have not the opportunity to benefit from 
the service.  another development would be to expand 
the training aspect of the service so there was a dedicated 
training worker who would be able to provide talks and 
training, keep eWa up to date with the latest research and 
thinking on domestic abuse, and help to raise the profile of 
the work of eWa, and the awareness of domestic abuse, 
to ensure that the messages ‘Domestic abuse is Not 
acceptable’ reaches everyone.  

“I found that if I felt low when I got there, by 
the time I left I always felt better. Sharing time 
was always beneficial. More than worthwhile.” 

oUtreaCh DeVeLopMeNt 
The Outreach service provides short term support to 
women providing information and advocacy on issues such 
as housing, legal, benefits, safety and the Outreach service 
can also accompany women to appointments.  Outreach 
works in a person centred way giving options and choices 
available. The Outreach service works in partnership with 
other services and provides surgeries and drop ins within 
localities.   Outreach also works to raise awareness of 
domestic abuse within local communities and inform of 
services of EWA by providing talks and training. 

pAsT And prEsEnT
the outreach development work started in october 
2006 in a response to a lack of support for women living in 
outlying of edinburgh who were unable to access the main 
office of edinburgh Women’s aid. the outreach service is 
funded through the scottish Government Violence against 
Women fund and there are currently 2 workers both on 

28 hours per week.  there is always a high demand for this 
service as it can provide information & support to women 
within their own neighbourhood and provides this to 
women regardless of their situation i.e. still in relationship.  
the demand has increased due to new services including: 
the edinburgh Domestic abuse Court support (eDDaCs) 
service, and the expansion of the City of edinburgh 
Council social Work perpetrators project, the Caledonian 
programme.  

ThE FuTurE
For the future the outreach service looks to expand so, 
when the eDDaCs service is rolled out to cover all areas of 
the city of edinburgh, the service has capacity to cope with 
the increased demand and also as society becomes more 
aware that domestic abuse and violence is not acceptable 
there will be adequate resources to provide essential 
support. 
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ChiLDreN aND YoUNG peopLe serViCe
pAsT
edinburgh Women’s aid, Children and Young people service 
started in 1992 with funding from Children in Need. this 
funding was initially to support, Children and Young people 
who were living in our refuge accommodation. there was 
two staff members in this team who worked 32hours per 
week on a temporary basis.

in 1995 this work was recognised as essential and CeC 
Children & Families agreed to fund the service to continue 
and develop the work with Children and Young people living 
in our refuge accommodation.

prEsEnT
since 1995 the service has grown considerably, thanks to 
additional support through scottish Governemt Violence 
against Women funding, initially secured in 2006.  We have 
5 members of staff within the Children and Young peoples 
team, which comprise of 1 Full time team Leader (35 hours), 
1 Full time Family support Worker (35 hours) and 3 part 
time Family support Workers. We have 3 areas within the 
service where we provide support to Children and Young 
people who have lived with or are living with Domestic 
abuse, these are refuge, resettlement and outreach. 

rEFugE/rEsETTlEMEnT
We provide practical, emotional and peer support to 
children and young people in refuge and those who have 
been rehoused, through one to one support and group 
activities.

We have just finished our summer activities programme 
where 18 Children and Young people took part in a variety 
of activities over the summer. (Go ape, rock Climbing, 
Cinema, east Links Farm, Zoo, edinburgh Castle, Glasgow 
science Museum and M & D).

We also took a group of 8 Children and Young people 
on a week’s residential holiday through a charity called 
hopsCotCh. the children had a fantastic time, where they 
spent time in a rural setting with their peers, taking part in a 
variety of activities.

OuTrEACh
We provide support to children and young people who are 

living in the community and may have or are maybe living 
with Domestic abuse. this support is mostly provided within 
the child or young person’s school. some of this support 
covers emotions and safety planning.

as part of eWa 40th anniversary we held a Fun Day 
for Children, Young people and their mums, we had craft 
activities, bouncy castle, magician, BBQ and a Balloon release. 
Great fun was had by all!!!

106 Children and Young people were supported last year 
(april 2012 – March 2103)

FuTurE
the Children and Young people service is now well 
established and is providing a service to support Children 
and Young people who have lived with or are living with 
Domestic abuse. the question for the future is” how do 
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we educate the next generation to make them aware that 
Domestic abuse is unacceptable?”

prevention work has been highlighted for several years now 
as an important part of public awareness and education if 
we want to prevent Domestic abuse. 

Children and Young people face a huge range of challenges 
and confusing messages about relationships, gender and 
violence, to change attitudes and values as they grow up 
will hopefully help us to prevent Domestic abuse. it is 
therefore important for us to educate Children and Young 
people through critical thinking about sexual health and 
relationships particularly within the context of cultural and 
social influences.

With this in mind we are in the process of undertaking a 

prevention Work, pilot programme within secondary school. 
this will run for 2 years, in a small number of secondary 
schools across edinburgh. it is hoped that, from this pilot, we 
will be able to secure funding to provide prevention Work 
within schools across the whole of the city.

another project were are developing, is a parenting group, 
using the Mellow parenting programme. Women who have 
been living with Domestic abuse, can find it difficult to 
parent their children, this is often due to the controlling 
environment they have been living in and the low self-
esteem that living with domestic abuse can, in the majority 
of cases, result in. this 12 week programme will work with 
them to look at and develop strategies and help mothers to 
gain skills and confidence in parenting.

My Caravan Holiday
I went to the caravan park for 4 days. Our caravan had 3 
bedrooms. I went with my mum, little brother, my sister and 
our new friend who stays in the refuge with us.When I arrived I unpacked my belongings then explored the 

caravan. My sister and I stayed in a room with bunk beds.There were a lot of things to do. We went to the arcades 
and the Showbar at night. During the day we went to 
the market, the beach, had lunch in a restaurant and sat 
outside in the medieval garden.
My mum and I walked along the City walls.We met my mum’s friend who has a daughter one year older 

than my sister. That was a nice surprise.It was the first time our family have been on holiday 
together. I was relieved to get a break from home. When we 
had to go I was sad because we were leaving. The best thing 
about the holiday was the weather. It was really sunny and 
warm except the last day.  It was a really good break and 
relaxing. I definitely want to go back there again.

THEN.....

..NOW
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Edinburgh Women’s Aid were part of the Implementation 
group set up to look at Edinburgh providing a dedicated 
domestic abuse court.  In setting up the court it was 
agreed that an advocacy service would also be required 
to offer support and information throughout the court 
process to victims of this crime.

edinburgh Women’s aid offered to provide this service for 
the pilot period of one year, only for women victims, to be 
delivered within the capacity of their existing staff.  the offer 
was accepted and eWa prepared to take on this role.   We 
visited assist, the well-established domestic abuse advocacy 
service in Glasgow which has been operating for 9 years.   
assist were very supportive in providing eWa with advice, 
forms, procedures, information and a good insight into the 
service we wanted to provide in edinburgh.

the pilot edinburgh domestic abuse court first sat in 
February 2012 and we began to provide advocacy and 
support to women victims of this crime from December 
2011.   it was felt that some clients may not engage if they 
were offered a women’s aid service so the name eDDaCs 
was agreed representing edinburgh Domestic abuse Court 
support and re-enforcing the independent nature of the 
service.

in June 2012 edinburgh Women’s aid received funding from 
the National Lottery to provide these services.   eDDaCs 
currently has a senior advocacy worker, one full time 
advocacy worker, one part time advocacy worker and a 
part time administrator.

the service is offered to victims of domestic crimes in 
the pilot area of edinburgh (south and east) by the police 
when they arrest the perpetrator of the crime.   if the 
victim agrees to a referral the police will email the details 
via secure email to eDDaCs.  the eDDaCs worker will 
call the client with a view to assessing her risk of future 
harm and offering safety planning support.  the eDDaCs 
worker will also provide a report to the pF advising of the 
client’s position regarding the accused.  We will also advise 
the pF of any risks to the client and identify any concerns 
held by the client and eDDaCs.  it is the eDDaCs worker’s 
responsibility to work with the client on that day to 
encourage her to consider a safety plan and support her 
to make this as robust as possible.  We will often request 
special bail conditions and advise the pF within the report of 
any special measures which may be required.  We may also 
request that consideration be given to a non- harassment 
order to support the clients safety for an extended period.

eDDaCs use the CaaDa-Dash risk identification 
checklist to assess women’s risk of future harm and or 

homicide.   We inform the court within the court report 
that a risk assessment has been completed.  if however the 
client is identified by her score as at high risk we will inform 
the court of this.

eDDaCs maintain contact with clients throughout the 
court process, keeping them informed of court procedures 
and decisions and continue to feedback any comments from 
the client into any court hearings for the accused.

an eDDaCs advocacy worker is present in the domestic 
abuse court.  the worker is available to speak on behalf 
of the victims when required and offer the court essential 
information to support decisions which may help to keep 
women safe.
the eDDaCs service has received over 400 referrals in 
under 2 years.

the domestic abuse court and the eDDaCs service 
were independently evaluated earlier this year with a very 
positive outcome.   the eDDaCs service also asks their 
clients directly about their experience of the service and 
have had high levels of satisfaction and appreciation.

the eDDaCs service has also worked with other partner 
agencies to set up a pilot MaraC (Multi agency risk 
assessment Conference)   in the south and east of the city.   
the 1st MaraC took place in april 2013.   Clients who are 
identified as at high risk using the assessment criteria will be 
referred to the MaraC.   Clients will be advised that this is 
taking place.  the objective of the MaraC is for there to be 
a multi -agency approach to the high risk of future harm to 
the women.  the MaraC will endeavour to come up with 
an action plan, with various actions identified by various 
agencies to support the reduction of the risk to the client.  
our partner agencies include police scotland, Criminal 
Justice, Nhs, housing and education amongst others.   
eDDaCs provide the co-ordination and the administration 
for the MaraC.

a monthly MaraC meeting will generally be able to deal 
with around 10 referrals.   

Currently there is no specific date to role the court support 
and MaraC services out city wide.  the south and east 
of the city only account for around a quarter of the total 
number of incidents in the city and additional funding is 
urgently required to ensure the quality is maintained. in any 
‘roll out’.   the domestic abuse court implementation Group 
continues to meet to discuss progress.

Both the court support and the MaraC services expect 
to grow significantly in the coming year to fully provide the 
services that edinburgh victims of domestic abuse requires.

eDDaCs (edinburgh Domestic abuse Court support)
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FUNDraisiNG
COMIC rElIEF

Michele Corcoran, project Manager, remembers domestic abuse was one of the 
themes in the 2003 Comic relief fundraising campaign and eWa was asked if 
celebrities could visit a refuge and speak to some of the residents.  Myself, as 
refuge worker, and alison roxburgh, as CYp worker, were assigned this task and 
met J k rowling and Lenny henry at one of our refuges.  For confidentiality 
reasons, filming was not an option however the women, and children in the 
house had an interesting morning relating their experiences to their special guests 
and myself and alison were able to highlight some of the funding dilemma’s that 
constantly face eWa.  

Later that year, we received an unexpected cash bonus from one of the guests, 
and a further one the following year – something we are eternally grateful for. 

My EdInburgh MArAThOn 2013 rACE 
rEpOrT – vICKy dI CIACCA 

My marathon journey started back in November 
2012 – i have been a keen runner for a few 
years but have never tackled the ‘big one’ – a full 
marathon! i decided that it was now or never and 
signed up to do the edinburgh Marathon. When 
i entered the race i hadn’t planned on doing it 
to raise money but as i’ve been working as a 
trustee for edinburgh Women’s aid for 3 years and 
as we are 40 years old this year – a great thing 
and a frustrating thing all at the same time – i 
thought it could be a great idea to do something 
different…….

the day itself was a lovely sunny day, my training had gone 
well and my main challenge on the morning of the event 
was hiding my Jelly babies from my 6 year old daughter.  
the start of the race was very exciting - about 12000 of us 
all bouncing up and down to motivational music. the first 
mile is great – all downhill –and  i knew tamara would be 
at the end of the first mile – it was great to see her with a 
big smile and a loud cheer. 

i had my beautiful vest on – Michele had printed it for me 
- a real one off, it had my name with the eWa logo and 
the shouts and cheers i had were really inspiring. the route 
took us out down through Leith, along portobello prom, 
through Musselburgh, along the coast to Gosforth house 
where we turned round and came back to Musselburgh. 

the hardest were miles 20-25 - this is 
where the mental strength and spirit had 
to kick in. it was starting to get chillier and 
greyer as the sky clouded over, the field 
had thinned out quite a bit and lots of 
people were walking. there were people 
at the side of the road on drips, people 
hobbling along, discarded cups and bottles; 
it was like something out of a disaster 
movie. i just got my head down and dug in. 
this is the part of the race that the training 
is for. it’s not the first 20 miles, it’s not the 
last mile, it’s this bit. all the early mornings, 

the squeezing in a lunchtime run, the 4 hours on a saturday 
morning – this is what it’s all for. so i just kept running. 

at the 25 Mile sign  - everything changed – the crowds 
become thicker  with shouts of ‘Come on Vicky, looking 
good!’ the last .2 of a mile i felt like an olympian...the 
crowd was brilliant with shouts of ‘Come on Vicky you can 
do it’, ’Go Vicky, nearly there, come on’ – i was whooping 
and hollering with them! When the finish line came into 
sight, i had a real mix of emotions – there’s the finish and  i 
want it to stop but i didn’t  want it to stop all at the same 
time. 

26.62 Miles run (lovely number!) in less than 4 and ¾ 
hours with over £1000 raised for edinburgh Women’s aid! 
and to everyone who sponsored me and supported me 
along the way -  a big thank You! 

1980’s dIsCO’s

how many folks remember our great 
fundraising Disco’s at the astoria in 
abbeyhill? staff from eWa did all 
the organising, we had a worker who 
was close friends with a band named 
Nightshift.  if i remember there was only 3 
members in the band Dave Williams, Neil 
Gammack and ian thompson. they were 
great and played for nothing.  Felicitations 
and groovy vibes to all who do remember.

Mary

THEN.....

..& NOW
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Main Funders
CeC services for Communities, CeC Children and Families, 
scottish Government Violence against Women Fund, scottish 
Government CYpeDa Fund, Big Lottery Becoming a survivor 
Fund.

thanks to Lifecare and all the social landlords from whom we rent 
our properties.

a Christianson, anne M  stephen, Bank of scotland, C elvin, CaF 
- state street, Canonmills Baptist Church, Charities trust, Fiona 
McLean, edinburgh Law Firm Clients, F s Mackay, hMs prison, 
Lloyds Bank, pedal 2 africa, Mrs p Laporte, the royal high school, 
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Maclay Murray and spens, Marks & spencer, MrC McLean hazel, 
scottish Gas, search.co.uk, tesco Community Champion, Wight 
Chiropractic Clinic, st Ninians Church, Murrayfield parish Church, 
C7 Church, Carlops parish Church, st Johns episcopal Church 
princes st, Canonmills Baptist Church, Balerno parish Church, 
Mayfield salisbury parish Church, Morningside United Church, 
anthropologie, Free Cakes for kids, the tanner Family, Catherine 
robertson.

thanks to anyone who has been inadvertently left of this list or 
who has chosen to support us anonymously also to everyone 
who donated through our website. 

thanks to all the young people in edinburgh schools who have 
presented our service for a Ypi award.

Current Staff Members
Michele Corcoran, Mariea Nairn, susan rae, Debbie Bell, Clare 
philpot, Miku healey, ann Monaghan, Val Waugh, karen Griffiths, 
Mary sinclair, Lee McCormack, rachel Gollan, sherry singh, 
alison roxburgh, Catriona robertson, rosie smith, Margaret 
Gibson, Jasmine Clark, Mauline Zvaita, Cathy todd, allison pupkis, 
Lisa Dowie, katie anderson, Caroline harley, Caroline hall, ruth 
Friskney, sarah paterson, shona Darroch and Maureen stevenson 
and the regular sessional staff.

Welcome to Laura Nairn and Noreen McCafferty Goodbye 
and best wishes to Linda Gray

Current Board Members
tamara Mulherin, Vicki Di Ciacca, 
Maxine Cuffe, rita Biermann, 
Barbara Matheson, Jackie trousdale, 
alva traebert, Laura Finlay 
and Welcome to Jo Birch, 
Deborah Benson, angela 
Maclachlan and Naomi 
Blight Goodbye and 
best wishes to rachel 
Moon, sam Godley, Joanna 
patterson
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